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MAC in Motion: Impact of Mobility
on the MAC of Drive-Thru Internet
Tom H. Luan, Xinhua Ling, and Xuemin (Sherman) Shen, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—The pervasive adoption of IEEE 802.11 radios in the past decade has made possible for the easy Internet access from a
vehicle, notably drive-thru Internet. Originally designed for the static indoor applications, the throughput performance of IEEE 802.11 in
the outdoor vehicular environment is, however, still unclear especially when a large number of fast-moving users transmitting
simultaneously. In this paper, we investigate the performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF in the highly mobile vehicular networks. We first
propose a simple yet accurate analytical model to evaluate the throughput of DCF in the large scale drive-thru Internet scenario. Our
model incorporates the high-node mobility with the modeling of DCF and unveils the impacts of mobility (characterized by node velocity
and moving directions) on the resultant throughput. Based on the model, we show that the throughput of DCF will be reduced with
increasing node velocity due to the mismatch between the MAC and the transient high-throughput connectivity of vehicles. We then
propose several enhancement schemes to adaptively adjust the MAC in tune with the node mobility. Extensive simulations are carried
out to validate the accuracy of the developed analytical model and the effectiveness of the proposed enhancement schemes.
Index Terms—Vehicular networks, mobility, distributed coordination function (DCF), embedded Markov chain.
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INTRODUCTION

W

HILE communication and especially the connectivity
to the Internet has become an essential part of our
daily life, high-rate Internet access from vehicles is still a
luxury in most areas. Using the traditional wireless
communications, e.g., cellular or satellite communications,
with the need to provide ubiquitous coverage to a large
population of users, the available data rate for each user is
far from enough to deliver the media-rich Internet
contents. Moreover, Americans are reported [1] to spend
up to 540 hours on average a year in their vehicles, and
collectively almost a billion “commuter hours” a week in
automobiles. That is to say, in nearly 10 percent of the
waking time, people would have very limited or even no
Internet access at all.
Catering to the ever-increasing demand, the vehicular
network has recently been introduced to provide the high
rate yet cheap Internet access to vehicles by utilizing the
“grass root” IEEE 802.11 access points (APs) deployed along
the roads. An example is shown in Fig. 1. Ott and Kutscher
[2] first report the real-world measurements between a
moving car with an external antenna and roadside Wireless
LAN AP, namely drive-thru Internet. They show that using
the off-the-shelf IEEE 802.11b hardware, a vehicle could
maintain a connection to a roadside AP for around 500 m
and transfer 9 MB of data at 80 km/h using either TCP or
UDP. CarTel in MIT [3] further extends the drive-thru
Internet with city-wide trials in Boston and reports the
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upload bandwidth available to vehicles using the unplanned open residential APs. It is shown that the plethora
IEEE 802.11b APs deployed in cities could provide vehicle
nodes with the intermittent and short-lived connectivity, yet
high throughput when the connectivity is available. Similar
properties of the drive-thru Internet are also reported
separately in [4], [5]. Meanwhile, prominent automobile
corporations have also lunched important projects using the
similar architecture for promoting vehicular Internet communications. For instance, Mercedes-Benz proposes to
deploy the “InfoFuel” stations along the roads to fuel onroad vehicles with the high-throughput Internet access
using the IEEE 802.11a radio [6].
While being seriously pursued, the performance of IEEE
802.11 in the high-speed large-scale drive-thru Internet
scenario is still unclear due to the following reasons. First,
compared with the small-scale indoor scenarios, the drivethru Internet is typically a much larger network composed
of tens or hundreds of users. Previous works in [2], [3], [4],
[5] largely adopt the experimental approach; limited by the
hardware, their results are attained in small-scale networks
only and can hardly provide insights into the large-scale
case when a great number of vehicles compete for
communications simultaneously. Therefore, we argue that
a thorough theoretical framework which is accurate and
scalable to different network scales is necessary to guide the
real-world deployments. Second, originally designed for
low-mobility scenarios, the IEEE 802.11 adopts the contention-based distributed coordination function (DCF) as its
MAC in which the transmission opportunity of stations are
rendered in an opportunistic manner (refer to Section 2 for
details). In the case of drive-thru Internet, as vehicles have
volatile connectivity due to the fast mobility, whether DCF
can fully utilize the cherished access time of users and
provide them the guaranteed throughput is questionable.
As the previous theoretical studies on DCF [7], [8] mainly
focus on the static WLAN scenarios without taking the node
Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, & SPS
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Fig. 1. Drive-thru Internet in which the radio coverage of AP is divided into multiple zones according to the data modulation rates.

mobility into consideration, they are not applicable to the
drive-thru Internet scenario.
In this paper, we focus on the DCF performance by
considering high-node mobilities. Particularly, we aim at
addressing the following questions: how the performance of
DCF is in the high-speed large-scale drive-thru Internet; in what
fashion the mobility affects the MAC throughput and, more
importantly, how to remedy that? On addressing these issues,
we provide a systematic and theoretical treatment based on
a Markov chain model which incorporates the mobility of
vehicles in the analysis of DCF. Based on the Markov model,
we unveil the impacts of mobility (characterized by the node
velocity and moving direction) on the resultant system
throughput and describe the optimal configuration of DCF
to mitigate the negative effects of mobility toward best
system performance. Our main contributions are two-fold:
Performance Evaluation: We propose an accurate and
scalable model to analytically evaluate the impacts
of node mobility on the achievable system throughput in drive-thru Internet scenarios. The accuracy of
the analytical model is demonstrated by extensive
simulations. Moreover, we show that the throughput
performance is solely dependent on the node
velocity. Since velocity can be easily measured,
vehicles are able to conveniently assess their
throughput with local information only and then
optimize the MAC in a fully distributed manner.
. Protocol Enhancement: Based on the developed model,
we propose to further enhance the MAC throughput
by adaptively adjusting the MAC in tune with the
node mobility. In particular, we propose three guidelines of the DCF design in the highly mobile vehicular
environment, and describe the optimal schemes to
determine the channel access opportunity to fully
utilize the transient connectivity of vehicles.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we
first provide an overview of DCF in Section 2 and discuss
the problems when directly implementing it in vehicular
communications. Section 3 describes the proposed analytical model in detail and Section 4 validates the accuracy of
the analytical model using simulations. In Section 5, we
discuss how to boost the performance of DCF by accommodating the high mobility of nodes. Section 6 compares
.

our work with that from the existing literature and Section 7
closes the paper with conclusions.

2

DCF

IN THE

DRIVE-THRU INTERNET

Using DCF, each node with packets to transmit monitors the
availability of the channel. If the channel is sensed idle for a
period of distributed interframe space (DIFS), the transmission may proceed; otherwise, the node will wait until the end
of the in-progress transmission. To avoid the case that
multiple nodes transmit simultaneously when the channel is
released idle, DCF adopts the collision avoidance (CA)
mechanism. Specifically, before transmission, each node
uniformly selects a random discrete backoff time from the
range ½0; W  1, where W is called the Contention Window
(CW). To transmit packets after DIFS, a node first reduces the
backoff time with constant step , and transmits only if the
backoff time is 0. The countdown of backoff time is frozen
once the channel becomes busy due to other node transmission, and resumes until the channel is idle for another DIFS.
The size of CW, W , depends on the history of transmissions.
At the first transmission attempt, W is set to a predefined
value CWmin , the minimum contention window. Upon each
unsuccessful transmission s, W is updated as W ¼ 2s CWmin
until W reaches a maximum value CWmax . s here is called
backoff stage. More details of DCF can be found in [9].
The advantages of DCF are salient: First, it is fully
distributed, which is particularly desirable in vehicular
communications. As frequent handoffs and topology
changes are made due to the high-node mobility, the
distributed behavior of DCF makes the system quite robust.
Second, thanks to the binary exponential backoff, DCF is
scalable and could be implemented for different traffic and
road environments, e.g., urban and rural regions.
However, originally designed for stationary indoor
networks, when used for the in-motion vehicular communications, the performance of DCF highly depends on the
mobility of nodes, as we show in the following sections.
Moreover, with nodes at different locations to an AP,
their channel conditions diverse, resulting in different data
rates for reliable transmissions, as shown in Fig. 1. In this
case, DCF suffers from the performance anomaly, i.e., the
system throughput is throttled to the minimum transmission rate among nodes [10]. To boost the throughput
performance, existing literatures [11], [12], [13] largely
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TABLE 1
Summary of Notations

adapt CWs according to node transmission rates. By
assigning high-rate nodes the relatively small CWs and
high-packet transmission probability, the system throughput could be enhanced. Hadaller et al. [14] first consider the
performance anomaly in the drive-thru Internet and
propose a greedy algorithm where only nodes with the
best SNR are allowed to transmit. Unlike [14], in this work,
we provide a thorough theoretical study.

3

SYSTEM MODEL AND THROUGHPUT EVALUATION

This section details our analytical model for the evaluation
of DCF in the highly mobile drive-thru Internet scenario.
The many symbols used in this paper have been summarized in Table 1.

3.1 System Model
We consider the drive-thru Internet scenario, as shown in
Fig. 1, with nodes connecting to intermittent and serial
APs along the road. We focus on the MAC layer under
the assumption of perfect channel conditions (i.e., no

transmission errors and hidden terminals) with line-ofsight communications. This assumption is typical in
literature [7], [15], [11] to evaluate the MAC performance.
In this case, the SNR and modulation rates of vehicles are
mainly determined by their distance to the AP. Field tests
have validated the assumption by showing the strong
correlation between distance and transmission rate in
vehicular environment [2], [4], [16].
Without loss of generality, we divide the road into
multiple spatial zones as shown in Fig. 1. The session outside
the coverage of APs is denoted by zone 0. Within the radio
coverage of an AP, the road is divided into multiple zones
denoted as ZZ ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Ng such that within each zone z,
z 2 ZZ, vehicles have distinct payload transmission rates,
denoted by rz , according to their distance to AP. Let dz denote
the length of each spatial zone z 2 ZZ. With nodes traversing
consecutive APs along the road, they are regarded to transit
iteratively among the zones in ZZ. The mobility of vehicles is
then represented by the zone transitions using a Markov
chain model (inspired by Liu et al. [17]) as shown in Fig. 2 in
which each state corresponds to one spatial zone. The time
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Fig. 2. Three-dimensional Markov model for vehicle nodes.

that nodes stay in each zone z 2 ZZ is assumed to be
geometrically distributed with mean duration of tz , which
is determined by the length of the partition zone and the
average velocity, v, of vehicle nodes as tz ¼ dz =v. As such,
within a small duration, e.g., , vehicles either move to the
next zone with probability =tz , or remain in the current
zone with the rest probability 1  =tz . The limiting
probability
that a node is in zone z at any time is then
P
dz = n2ZZ dn . With this model, the road could be of multiple
bidirectional lanes,1 and nodes are allowed to have varying
speeds but constant mean value.
Within the communication range of APs, packet transmissions are coordinated by the DCF scheme as described
in Section 2. We consider the saturated case in that each node
always has a packet to transmit. The packet length L is
assumed to be fixed and same for all the nodes. To address
the performance anomaly, we set CWmin dependent on the
zones such that nodes in different zones transmit with
differentiated probabilities. Let Wz denote the CWmin of
nodes in zone z. Let m denote the maximum number of
backoff stage in DCF, which is set to 7 by default in
standard [9]. Throughout the work, we assume nodes are
homogeneous and abide to the same Wz in zone z. We resist
considering the general formulation with service differential to nodes as it could be obtained easily by extending the
developed model and, more importantly, it risks making
the model difficult to understand.

3.2 Markov Model of Moving Vehicles
To evaluate the DCF performance of individual vehicles, we
examine a randomly tagged vehicle and represent its status
by a three-dimensional Markov chain fZðtÞ; SðtÞ; BðtÞg at
time slot t. ZðtÞ denotes the spatial zone that the node is
currently in. SðtÞ denotes the current backoff stage of the
tagged node using DCF. BðtÞ denotes the backoff time of the
tagged node at the current time slot. A discrete and integer
scale time is applied, where slot times t and t þ 1
correspond to the beginning of two consecutive backoffs
of the tagged node. In other words, the Markov chain is
embedded in the countdown of the backoff time. The
principle of the three-dimensional Markov chain is sketched
in Fig. 2. Similar to [7], it is important to note that this
discrete time does not directly map to the real system time;
the duration between any two time slots is a random
1. Due to the symmetric locations and payload transmission rates of
zones along the AP, vehicles along different directions can be modeled
using the same Markov chain.
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variable as the backoff time of the tagged node could be
frozen for a random period.
Fig. 3 plots the state transitions when the tagged node is
in zone z. Here, Wmax is the maximal Wz among all zones,
i.e., Wmax ¼ maxfWz jz 2 ZZg. As shown in Fig. 3, upon each
transition, the tagged node would have its backoff time
deducted by one. Meanwhile, the tagged node would move
to the next zone probabilistically based on the mobility
model described in the previous section. When the backoff
time deducts to zero, the tagged node would initiate one
transmission attempt. If the transmission is collided, the
tagged node would backoff and selected a new backoff time
based on the DCF mechanism as specified in Section 2;
otherwise, the backoff stage is cleared to zero. After the
transmission attempt, either successful or failed for transmission, the tagged node is possible to move to the next
zone and select the backoff time based on the contention
window size in the newly arrived zone.
As such, our model is distinct from Bianchi’s [7] by
considering the node mobility in three aspects. First, after the
deduction of the backoff time BðtÞ, the tagged node either
stays in the current zone or moves to the next zone with
renewed CWmin and transmission probabilities. Second,
when the tagged node moves to a new zone, its backoff time
BðtÞ reduces smoothly as BðtÞ ¼ Bðt  1Þ  1, if Bðt  1Þ 6¼ 0,
unrelated to zones. Therefore, if BðtÞ is large, even though
the tagged node arrives at a new zone with a very small
CWmin in the next time slot, it can not benefit immediately.
Lastly, the backoff stage is inherited when switching to the
next zone with SðtÞ ¼ Sðt þ 1Þ, if the tagged node does not
transmit during the zone transition. In other words, if the
tagged node encounters severe collisions, the transmission
history will be inherited in the new zone.
Given tz , z 2 ZZ, the one-step nonnull transition probabilities of the Markov chain from time slot t to t þ 1 are
as follows:
1. Arriving at AP (from zone 0 to zone 1):
P ð1; 0; bj00Þ ¼

E ½Tdec 
; b 2 ½0; W1  1;
t0 W1

ð1Þ

where 00 represents zone 0, and E½Tdec  is the mean duration
of one time slot given that the tagged node is not
transmitting. P ð1; 0; bj00Þ in (1) accounts for the transition
probability that the tagged node moves from zone 0 to zone
1 and selects the backoff time b from the range ½0; W1  1.
This is because that within one time slot, with probability
E½Tdec =t0 , the tagged node move from zone 0 to zone 1
according to the geometrically distributed sojourn time in
each zone. After reaching zone 1, the tagged node selects the
initial BðtÞ uniformly from ½0; W1  1. As the zone transition
and backoff time selection are independent, the overall
dec 
transmission probability is hence E½T
t0 W1 . In this work, we turn
down the DCF in zone 0—the backoff time set to infinity and
the backoff stage cleared to 0—as in this case nodes are out
of the transmission range. As such, nodes in zone 0 have
only one state whereas those in other zones have multiple
states with different values of backoff time and stage.
2. Within the AP coverage (in zones 1 to N): Equation (2)
shows the transition probabilities when the tagged node is
in the coverage of AP, where pcol is the collision probability
when the tagged node transmits. E½T xsuc;z  and E½T xcol;z  are
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Fig. 3. State space of CW in spatial zone z.

the mean time of one successful and collided transmission of
the tagged node in zone z, respectively.
E ½Tdec 
;
tz
z 2 ½1; N ; s 2 ½0; m; b 2 ½0; 2s Wmax  1Þ;

ð2aÞ

E ½Tdec 
;
tz1
z 2 ½2; N ; s 2 ½0; m; b 2 ½0; 2s Wmax  1Þ;

ð2bÞ

P ðz; s; bjz; s; b þ 1Þ ¼ 1 

P ðz; s; bjz  1; s; b þ 1Þ ¼




E T xsuc;z
1  pcol
P ðz; 0; bjz; s; 0Þ ¼
;
1
Wz
tz

ð2cÞ

z 2 ½1; N ; s 2 ½0; m; b 2 ½0; Wz  1;


1  pcol E T xsuc;z1
P ðz; 0; bjz  1; s; 0Þ ¼
;
Wz
tz1
z 2 ½2; N ; s 2 ½0; m; b 2 ½0; Wz  1;



E T xcol;z
pcol
;
1
P ðz; s; bjz; s  1; 0Þ ¼ s
2 Wz
tz

ð2dÞ

ð2eÞ

z 2 ½1; N ; s 2 ½0; mÞ; b 2 ½0; 2s Wz  1;


pcol E T xcol;z1
P ðz; s; bjz  1; s  1; 0Þ ¼ s
;
2 Wz
tz1
z 2 ½2; N ; s 2 ½0; mÞ; b 2 ½0; 2s Wz  1;

ð2fÞ




E T xcol;z
pcol
;
1
P ðz; m; bjz; m; 0Þ ¼ m
2 Wz
tz
z 2 ½1; N ; b 2 ½0; 2m Wz  1;

ð2gÞ



pcol E T xcol;z1
;
P ðz; m; bjz  1; m; 0Þ ¼ m
2 Wz
tz1
z 2 ½2; N ; b 2 ½0; 2m Wz  1:

ð2hÞ

P ðz; s; bjz; s; b þ 1Þ in (2a) accounts for the probability
that the tagged node remains in the original zone z after its
backoff time deducts by one. P ðz; 0; bjz; s; 0Þ in (2c) accounts
for the probability that the tagged node transmits successE½T x 
fully and starts a new round of backoff. 1  tzcol;z is the
probability that the tagged node remains in the same zone
during the collision time. P ðz; s; bjz; s  1; 0Þ in (2e) accounts for the probability that the tagged node encounters
the collision and backoffs by one stage, all in the original
zone. In this scenario, with probability pcol that the
transmission is collided and with probability 1=2s W that
a random backoff interval b is selected within the range
E½T x

½0; 2s W  1. With probability 1  tzsuc;z , the tagged node
does not switch zones in this slot time. Equation (2g) shows
the transition probabilities when the backoff stage reaches
its upper bound m. Equations (2b), (2d), (2f), and (2h) are
the transition probabilities that the tagged node moves to
the next zone in the new slot time.
3. Departing the AP (from zone N to zone 0)
P ð00jN; s; bÞ ¼

E½Tdec 
; s 2 ½0; m; b 2 ½1; 2s Wmax  1; ð3aÞ
tN
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ð1pcol ÞE½T xsuc;N  þ pcol E½T xcol;N 
; s 2 ½0; m:
tN
ð3bÞ

Equation (3) indicates the transition probabilities that the
tagged node departs from the zone N and enters zone 0 (out
of AP coverage). In these transitions, (3a) is obtained in the
same manner of (2a). Equation (3b) accounts for the
probability that the tagged node moves out of zone N after
it transmits where ð1  pcol ÞE½T xsuc;N  þ pcol E½T xcol;N  is the
mean duration of its transmission time.
Let z;s;b ¼ limt!1 PrfZðtÞ ¼ z; SðtÞ ¼ s; BðtÞ ¼ bg be the
steady state probability of the Markov chain and  ¼ fz;s;b g
denote the corresponding matrix. Given the state transition
probability matrix P with each nonnull element shown in
(1), (2), and (3), z;s;b could be derived with the following
balance equations:
8
>
<  P ¼  ;s
N X
m 2 W
max 1
X
X
ð4Þ
z;s;b ¼ 1:
>
:
z¼0 s¼0

b¼0

3.3 Packet Transmission Time in the Contention
To solve (4), we first consider the expressions of E½Tdec  and
E½T xcol;z  and E½T xsuc;z  in (1), (2), and (3).
Let X denote the mean node population in the road
segment,2 excluding the tagged node. Let  denote the
mean arrival rate of nodes to the road segment. According
to Little’s law
P
dz
ð5Þ
X ¼  z2ZZ  1;
v
P
where z2ZZ dz =v is the mean sojourn time of nodes in the
coverage of AP. Let Xz denote the number of nodes in zone
z, excluding the tagged node, then
Xdz
Xz ¼ P
n2ZZ

dn

;

ð6Þ

P
where dz = n2ZZ dn is the limiting probability that a node is
in zone z.
Denote by z the conditional transmission probability
given that nodes are in zone z. Mathematically we have
P
s2½0;m z;s;0
P
; z 2 ZZ:
ð7Þ
z ¼
dz = n2ZZ dn
P
Here, s2½0;m z;s;0 is the joint probability that a node is in
zone z and transmits.
The conditional collision probability pcol of the tagged
node in (2), given the tagged node is transmitting, is
N
Y
¼ 1  ð1  z ÞXz :
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backoff time  and mean frozen duration of the backoff
time, as
E½Tdec  ¼  þ psuc E½Tsuc  þ ð1  psuc ÞE½Tcol ;

ð9Þ

where psuc is the probability that in-progress transmission is
successful given that the channel is busy. E½Tsuc  and E½Tcol 
are the mean time of the in-progress transmission with the
transmission to be successful and collided, respectively.
E½Tsuc  in (9) can be represented as
X
psuc;z Tsuc;z ;
ð10Þ
E½Tsuc  ¼
z2ZZ

where psuc;z is the conditional probability that the inprogress transmission is by a node in zone z, given that
the transmission is successful. Mathematically
psuc;z ¼

1
psuc

Y

Xz z ð1  z ÞXz 1

ð1  n ÞXn :

ð11Þ

n2ZZ;n6¼z

Tsuc;z in (10) is the successful transmission time when the inprogress transmitting node is in zone z. Mathematically
Tsuc;z ¼ L=rz þ SIF S þ ACK=rz þ DIF S þ :

ð12Þ

The collision time Tcol of the in-progress transmission in
(9) equals to the longest transmission time in the collision. Let
pcol;z denote the probability that the longest transmission
time is from nodes in zone z or its mirror zone zmir ¼
N þ 1  z along the AP. Here, we jointly consider two zones z
and zmir as they have the same distance to AP and payload
transmission rate.3 Similar to [11], pcol;z could be computed as
8
1
>
ðphcol;z þ pdcol;z Þ; if z  bðN  1Þ=2c;
<
ð13Þ
pcol;z ¼ 1 1psuc
>
:
phcol;z ;
if z ¼ dN=2e:
1  psuc
phcol;z in (13) is called the homogeneous collision
probability representing the probability
  that only nodes in
zones z or zmir transmit, where z  N2 . It is shown in (14)
which is comprised of three components: 1) the collided
nodes are all from zone z; 2) the collided nodes are all from
zone zmir ; and 3) the collision is from a mixture of nodes
from both zones z and zmir .

phcol;z ¼ ð1  ð1  z ÞXz  Xz z ð1  z ÞXz 1 Þð1  zmir ÞXzmir :

þ 1  ð1  zmir ÞXzmir  Xzmir zmir
ð1  zmir ÞXzmir 1 Þð1  z

Xz

þ ð1  ð1  z ÞXz Þð1  ð1  zmir ÞXzmir Þ


N
Y



ð1  m ÞXm ;

m¼1;m6¼z;m6¼zmir

ð8Þ

ð14Þ

3.3.1 Mean Duration of One Time Slot E½Tdec 
The mean duration of one time slot E½Tdec , given that the
tagged node is not transmitting, is comprised of the unit

pdcol;z in (13) is called diverse collision probability
representing the probability that the collision is from at
least one node in zones z or zmir , where z  N2 , and one or
more nodes in other zones with larger transmission rate.
The expression of pdcol;z is shown in (15)

2. Each road segment includes the radio coverage of one AP and one
zone 0 ahead of it.

3. In case N is odd and N þ 1  z ¼ z, zmir is null with both its population
Xzmir and transmission opportunity zmir to be 0.

pcol

z¼1
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pdcol;z ¼ ½1  ð1  z ÞXz ð1  zmir ÞXzmir 
!
zmir
1
z1
Y
Y
Xm
1
ð1  m Þ
ð1  m ÞXm
m¼1

m¼zþ1
N
Y

ð15Þ

ð1  m ÞXm :

m¼zmir þ1

The mean collision time E½Tcol  is then
E ½Tcol  ¼

dN2 e
X

ð16Þ

Tcol;z pcol;z ;

where pcol;z is obtained in (13). Tcol;z is the packet collision
time in zone z, mathematically
Tcol;z ¼ L=rz þ DIF S þ :

ð17Þ

By substituting (10) and (14) in (9), we can obtain E½Tdec .

3.3.2 Mean Transmission Time E½T xsuc;z  and E½T xcol;z 
of the Tagged Node
The successful transmission time T xsuc;z of the tagged node
in zone z is deterministic as


ð18Þ
E T xsuc;z ¼ Tsuc;z ;
where Tsuc;z is specified in (12).
The collision time T xcol;z of the tagged node is a random
variable equal to the longest transmission time involved in
the collision. Given that one collided node is the tagged
node in zone z, the probability that the longest transmission
is of nodes from zone z is hence
1
N
Y
Y
1 zlow
ð1  n ÞXn
ð1  n ÞXn
pcol n¼1
n¼zup þ1
!
zup
Y
Xn
;
1
ð1  n Þ

ð19Þ

n¼zlow

when the collisions nodes are from zones closer to the AP than
zones z and zmir , where zmir ¼ N  z þ 1, zlow ¼ minfz; zmir g,
and zup ¼ maxfz; zmir g. Similar to ( 14), we jointly consider a
zone z and its mirror zone zmir along the AP.
The probability that the longest transmission time is
from zone m or its mirror zone mmir ¼ N þ 1  m, where
m < zlow and mmap > zup , is
pctag;m

N
Y
Y
1 m1
¼
ð1  n ÞXn
ð1  n ÞXn
pcol n¼1
n¼mmir þ1

ð1  ð1  m Þ

Xm

ð1  mmir Þ

Xmmir

ð20Þ

Þ;

i.e., nodes in zones farther than zones m and mmir to the AP
are not transmitting and at least one node in zones m or
mmir transmits.
The mean collision time E½T xcol;z  of the tagged node in
zone z is hence
E½T xcol;z  ¼

zX
low 1
n¼1

with Tcol;z given in (17).

3.4 Numerical Solution
By substituting (10), (14), (18), and (21) into (4), the steady
state probability of the intermediate states z;s;b could be
represented by that of the boundary states z;s;0 . Therefore,
(4) could be managed as a self-contained nonlinear system
with unknowns z;s;0 , where z 2 ZZ; s 2 ½0; m , and solved
numerically based on the fixed point equation
z;s;0 ¼ fðz;s;0 Þ:

z¼1

pctag ; z ¼
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Tcol;n pctag;n þ Tcol;z pctag;z ;

ð21Þ

ð22Þ

As z;s;0 2 ½0; 1; 8z 2 ZZ; s 2 ½0; m, the feasible region of the
system fðÞ in (22) is a compact convex set. According to the
Brouwer’s fix point theorem, (22) has at least one solution.

3.5 Derivation of the System Throughput
We evaluate the throughput performance in terms of nodal
throughput sz , representing the throughput achieved by
individual node in a given zone z, and the system throughput
S, representing the integrated throughput of all the nodes.
The nodal throughput sz is evaluated as the amount of
packet payloads sent by individual node in each transmission in zone z, mathematically
sz ¼

z ð1  pcol ÞL
;
ð1  z ÞE½Tdec  þ z  mean trans: time in z

ð23Þ

where the mean transmission time in z is evaluated as
ð1  pcol ÞE½T xsuc;z  þ pcol E½T xcol;z .
This is because that within one time slot, the tagged node
either backoffs or transmits. The former happens with
probability 1  z . In this case, the channel could be either
idle or used by others’ transmission with the average
duration E½Tdec  specified in (9). The latter happens with
probability z . In this case, the transmission of the tagged
node could be either successful or failed with mean
duration of ð1  pcol ÞE½T xsuc;z  þ pcol E½T xcol;z . Overall, the
denominator in (23) computes the average length of one
time slot. Within this duration, the tagged node transmits
with probability z and with probability 1  pcol the
transmission is successful. Upon each successful transmission, an average payload L is delivered.
With Xz nodes transmitting in zone z, the integrated
system throughput S of the whole network is
X
S¼
Xz sz :
ð24Þ
z2ZZ=f0g

3.6 Derivation of Network Size
The throughput characterized by (23) and (24) are dependent on the population of vehicles in each zone. In what
follows, we show that the network size could be attained
based on the node velocity only.
The mean arrival rate  to AP and velocity v are in
general linearly related as
 ¼ nL kv;

ð25Þ

where nL here is the number of lanes in the road
segment. k denotes the traffic density corresponding to
the number of vehicles per unit distance in each lane
along the road segment.
Moreover, based on Greenshield’s model [18], the node
density k linearly changes with the mean velocity v as
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TABLE 2
Parameter of Zones

TABLE 3
Default Setting of DCF and
Road Traffic Parameters

Fig. 4. Nodal throughput sn with equal contention window (CWmin ¼ 32 )
in all zones and other parameters in Tables 2 and 3.



v
;
k ¼ kjam 1 
vf

ð26Þ

where kjam is the vehicle jam density at which traffic flow
comes to a halt. vf is the free-flow speed corresponding to
the speed when the vehicle is driving alone on the road
(usually taken as the road’s speed limit).
Substituting (25) and (26) into (5), the mean node
population in one road segment becomes


v X
X ¼ nL kjam 1 
dz  1;
ð27Þ
vf z2ZZ
with the tagged node excluded. Accordingly, the mean
population in each zone Xz can be computed by substituting (27) into (6).
Given knowledge of nL , kjam , vf , and dz , (27) indicates
that the average network size is solely dependent on the
velocity v. As a result, vehicles can estimate the achieved
throughput via (23) and (24) by measuring its own
velocity, and consequently they can conveniently adapt
the DCF toward optimized performance which will be
discussed in Section 5.

4

MODEL VALIDATION

4.1 Simulation Setup
We validate our analytical models using simulations based
on a discrete event simulator coded in C++. For evaluation
purpose, we simulate a drive-thru Internet scenario as
shown in Fig. 1, in which an AP is deployed along the road
and the vehicles passing through compete for communications using IEEE 802.11b. The whole road segment is
divided into 8 zones as specified in Tables 2 and 3, with
seven zones in the radio coverage of AP and one zone
representing the region outside the coverage of AP. The
length and data rates of each zone are based on the extensive
measurements reported in [19], also used in [20]. Unless
otherwise mentioned, we simulate a road segment composed of eight lanes. Along each lane vehicle nodes are
uniformly deployed and moving at the constant velocity

v ¼ 80 km/h toward the same direction. By default, we set
the traffic jam density kjam and the free-way speed vf as in
Table 3 such that there are X ¼ 130 vehicles on the road
according to (27). Once reaching the end of the road
segment, vehicles reenter the road as a new arrival starting
from zone 0. Upon each renewal arrival, we clear the
transmission history of vehicles with backoff stage set to 0.
The vehicles are in the saturated mode with the packet size
L of 1,000 Bytes. Parameters of DCF are given in Table 3,
which are used for both the simulations and the analysis. In
each experiment, we carry out 30 simulation runs and plot
the results with the 95 percent confidence interval.
We validate the developed analytical models in two
scenarios: 1) equal CW with nodes transmit using the
same CWmin in all zones, as in legacy IEEE 802.11b [9];
and 2) differentiated CWs where nodes transmit using
different CWmin values in different zones. In each step, we
change the node velocity v and network size X (by tuning
kjam ) to show the impact of mobility and network size on
the throughput performance.

4.2

Equal Contention Window (Legacy IEEE 802.11
DCF)
In this experiment, we set CWmin ¼ 32 to all zones. In this
case, nodes suffer from performance anomaly as described
in Section 2 such that their throughput is throttled to the
minimum value. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 4 which
plots the nodal throughput sn in different zones. As we can
see, sn is unrelated with the data rates in different zones. In
the meantime, sn reduces when the zone index increases.
This is because that the mean backoff times of nodes
increases with the increasing zone index as indicated in
Fig. 5a. As a result, the transmission opportunity of nodes
reduces with the increasing zone index. The reason for this
phenomenon is that in our analytical models and simulations, the backoff stage is reset to 0 when nodes depart from
the AP. As a result, the average backoff stage in zone 1 is
smaller than that in other zones as in Fig. 5b, and the
following zones are also affected due to the mobility.
Fig. 6 shows the throughput performance when node
velocity increases from 20 to 140 km/h and X ¼ 130 nodes.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, both nodal throughput and system
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200 veh/km/lane, resulting in the increased network size
from 43 to 216 vehicles. As a result, we can see that the
system throughput reduces with increased network size.
This is because that more intense collisions are encountered
with the increasing number of competing nodes.
In summary, deploying equal CWmin in different zone
would suffer from the performance anomaly. Moreover,
the throughput performance is keenly dependent on the
network size and node velocity. Increasing the velocity
will result in the unintended backoff time distribution
and enhanced packet collisions. Therefore, adapting the
DCF according to the node velocity is necessary for
guaranteed throughput.

4.3

Fig. 5. Statistics of backoff time and stage with increasing node velocity,
equal contention window (CWmin ¼ 32) in all zones and constant
network size X ¼ 130 vehicles.

throughput reduce dramatically when the velocity increases. This is because that with increasing velocity both
the mean backoff time and mean backoff stage in each zone
reduce as indicated in Fig. 5, resulting in increased
collisions shown in Fig. 7. The unintended backoff time is
due to the high mobility of nodes. With enhanced mobility,
nodes switch zones more often and therefore adapt their
contention windows more frequently. As such, the small
backoff stage in zone 1 affects the ensuing zones more
easily. Despite having the largest transmission rate, nodes
in zone 4 encounter the most frequent collisions which
results in the large mean backoff time and stages and
correspondingly throttles their throughput. The large backoff stage in zone 4 also propagates to the following zones
when velocity increases, making the backoff times in
f5; 6; 7g larger than that in zones f1; 2; 3g as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 8 shows the impacts of network size on the
throughput performance with constant node velocity v ¼
80 km/h. In this experiment, we increase kjam from 40 to

Differentiated Contention Window Sizes among
Zones
To address the performance anomaly and boost the system
throughput, in this experiment, we let nodes in different
zones have different CWmin values and investigate the
impacts of network size and velocity on the throughput
performance. The CWmin used is shown in Table 2 which is
devised based on [9]. The optimal selection of CWmin in
different network sizes and node velocities will be
discussed in the next section.
Fig. 9 plots the nodal throughput with differentiated
contention windows in zones. In this case, as nodes close to
AP have relatively smaller CWmin and accordingly higher
transmission probability, the nodal throughput is a bellshape curve. Meanwhile, with nodes in front zones having
relatively small backoff time as shown in Fig. 10a, the curve
tilts to the right.
Fig. 11 shows the throughput performance when node
velocity increases. Similar to the equal contention window
case, we can see that increasing the velocity also results in
the monotonic decreasing of throughput. Moreover, the
curve of nodal throughput in Fig. 11a tilts even more
severely with the reduced throughput in the back zones. To
take a close examine, Fig. 10a shows that mean backoff time
changes dramatically when increasing the velocity, while
the mean backoff stage changes slightly as shown in
Fig. 10b. As we can see, with velocity increasing, both the
mean value of backoff time and mean value of backoff stage
reduce and they increase as zone index increases. This, on
one hand, is because that zone 1 has the smallest mean
backoff stage due to the renewal arrival to the AP. With
increased velocity, the following zones are also affected
from that with the smaller backoff times than expectation.
On the other hand, in zone 4, nodes have large backoff
stages due to intensive transmissions and collisions. This
affects the following zones as shown in Fig. 10b, resulting in
large backoff times in those zones. As a direct result of the
reduced mean backoff time, the collision probability
increases, as shown in Fig. 13, which finally leads to the
reduced system throughput as indicated in Fig. 11b. In a
nutshell, the high-mobility result in fast transitions between
zones which intensively affects the resulting backoff time
and the throughput.
In the next experiment, we modify the zone length as
specified in Table 2 and examine whether the above
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Fig. 6. Throughput performance with increasing vehicle velocity, equal contention window (CWmin ¼ 32) in all zones and constant network size
X ¼ 130 vehicles.

conclusions are still valid when the length of each zone is
changed. Fig. 12 plots the throughput performance when
the length of each zone is enlarged to four times of the
default value in Table 2 while other parameters remain
unchanged (as specified in Table 3). As shown in Fig. 12a,
when the zone length is enlarged, the nodal throughput is
also a bell-shaped curve tilted to right which is similar to
that in Fig. 9. With increasing node velocity and fixed node
density in Table 3, as indicated in Fig. 12b, the system
throughput would also reduce which is similar to that in
Fig. 11b. Moreover, as exhibited in Fig. 12, both the nodal
throughput and system throughput reduce when the zone
length is enlarged. This is because that increasing the zone
length implies enlarging the coverage of AP. As the vehicle
density remains the same, more vehicles are therefore
contending for transmissions, which lead to much severer
collisions of transmissions and the degraded throughput
performance. Therefore, how to optimally adjust the CW

with different road traffic parameters is crucial. Based on
our model, we strive to address this issue in the next
section of the paper.
Recall that the network size could be estimated based on
the node velocity via (27). In the last experiment of this
section, we increase the node velocity with fixed kjam and
vf as in Table 3. In this case, the network size adapts with
the velocity, which simulates a road segment in different
time periods. For example, with low velocity, more nodes
are accumulated on the road according to (27), which
simulates the busy hour traffic. With high velocity, vehicle
traffic on the road is smooth with low density, similar to
the late night scenario. As shown in Fig. 14, since both
velocity and network size affect the throughput, the
resulting throughput is not monotonic when velocity
increases. The network achieves the lowest throughput
when node velocity is around 80 km/h which happens to
be the prevalent speed in the urban freeway.

Fig. 7. Packet loss probability with increasing node velocity, equal
contention window (CWmin ¼ 32) in all zones and constant network size
(X ¼ 130).

Fig. 8. System throughput when increasing network size (by tuning
kjam ), equal contention window (CWmin ¼ 32) in all zones and constant
node velocity v ¼ 80 km/h.
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Fig. 9. Nodal throughput sn with differentiated CWmin in zones and other
parameters in Tables 2 and 3.

5

PROTOCOL ENHANCEMENT

Based on the observations in the previous section, we
propose the following assertions as the guideline of the
selection of CWmin in different zones:
CWmin should adapt to the payload transmission
rates of vehicles according to their distance to AP.
. The maximum backoff stage m should be kept small
to mitigate the impacts of fast zone transitions on
the throughput.
. CWmin should adapt to node velocity (and network size).
The reasoning behind the first assertion is obvious: to
eliminate the performance anomaly, nodes with different
transmission rates should be rendered with different
channel access probabilities to fully utilize the transient
high-rate connectivity.
The second assertion is rooted in the high mobility of
nodes. As indicated in Fig. 11, increasing velocity will
reduce the throughput. This is because that in DCF, the
value of backoff stage records the transmission history of
nodes. With the fast mobility and frequent zone transitions
of nodes, the backoff stages in different zones influence each
other, resulting in the unintended distribution of backoff
times as in Fig. 10. To minimize the mutual interference of
backoff times among zones, we should keep m small.
Fig. 15 plots the throughput with m ¼ 1 and increasing
velocity. The network size is kept constant with X ¼ 130
vehicles. “def CW” in Fig. 15 refer to using the default
CWmin values shown in Table 2. As we can see, increasing
the velocity in this case does not affect the throughput
much. Instead, the system throughput reduces significantly
compared with the value in Fig. 11. This is because that
with a smaller m nodes have a smaller backoff time and
transmit more frequently with more collisions. Our model is
not very accurate when the contention window is small.
This is because that in our simulation and the standard, it is
possible that a node continually selects the backoff time to
be 0 after each transmission and then transmits consecutively. In our analysis, however, we do not take this case
into account when computing the slot time E½Tdec  in (9). In
real world, the backoff time needs to be large enough to
.

Fig. 10. Statistics of backoff time and stage with increasing node
velocity, differentiated CWmin in zones and constant network size X ¼
130 vehicles.

avoid collisions and consecutive transmissions are rare. Our
model is accurate in this case, e.g., when CW is four times of
the default CW as shown in Fig. 15. In summary, as
indicated in Fig. 15, reducing m would make DCF
unscalable and decrease the throughput. To compensate,
we could estimate the network size based on the node
velocity according to (27), and then adapt CWmin accordingly, which explains the third assertion.
Based on the above assertions and provided the node
velocity, the optimal CWmin could be obtained by solving
the optimization problem as
maxmize
Wz

s:t:;

sz  z ;

S
z 2 ZZ=f0g:

ð28Þ

In (28), the objective is to maximize the system throughput. The constraint dictates that the nodal throughput in
different zones must be above certain level. This, on one
hand, is to guarantee the throughput fairness of nodes with

Fig. 11. Throughput performance with increasing node velocity, differentiated CWmin in zones and constant network size X ¼ 130 vehicles.

Fig. 12. Throughput performance with different zone length and other parameters in Tables 2 and 3.

different distance to AP. On the other hand, the upper layer
applications and protocols may also need guaranteed
throughput when nodes are in zones far away from the
AP. For example, multimedia applications, e.g., VoIP and
live streaming, typically pose a bound on the minimal
transmission rate to maintain effective connections [21].
Upper-layer protocols, e.g., TCP, may also require a
minimum rate of connection to ensure their functionalities,
e.g., congestion control [22].
Equation (28) is an integer programming problem. To
reduce the computation complexity, we seek a suboptimal
solution as follows: Assuming that the backoff time in
different zones are independent with small m (the second
assertion). According to (23), we have
sx x Wy
 
:
sy  y Wx

ð29Þ

Incorporating (29), the constraint of (31) is satisfied when
sx ¼

x
 sy
y

and

sy  y ;

x; y 2 ZZ=f0g:

ð30Þ

As a result, instead of computing Wz in all zones as in (28),
we could assume fixed ratios between nodal throughput
according to ( 30), and tune CWmin in one zone, e.g., W1 , as
maxmize
W1 >0

s:t:;

S
x
Wx ¼  W1 ; x 2 ZZ=f0g;
1
s1  1 ;

ð31Þ

and adjust Wz in other zone z at the basis of W1 .
Let the ratios of CWmin in different zones be same as
those in Table 2. Let the setting of simulators be same as
those in Table 3, and let m be 1. Fig. 16 plots the optimal
value of CWmin based on (31) with the increasing velocities
(decreasing network size according to (27)). Here, the
resultant CWmin is represented by Wz =Wz0 , 2 ZZ=f0g, in
which Wz denotes the optimal CWmin in zone z and Wz0 is
the CWmin as specified in Table 2. The system throughput
with the optimal CWmin is plotted in Fig. 17. Compared
with Fig. 14, using the optimal CWs the system throughput can improve for around 15 45% in different
velocities.
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Fig. 13. Collision probability with increasing velocity and adapted
network size according to (27) with kjam ; vf in Table 3.

Fig. 14. System throughput with increasing velocity and adapted
network size with kjam ; vf in Table 3.

To implement (31), the optimal CWs could be computed
offline at different node velocities and then loaded into APs
as a table. Based on the estimation of node velocity and
network size in (27), APs could search the CW table and
apply the optimal CWs correspondingly without much
computations. As the network size is random in practice
and varying over time [23], the CWs applied also need to be
adapted timely. Note that the CW should be adapted slowly,
e.g., at the intervals of hours, to capture the changing traffic
density in the long term. Moreover, the CW table could be
coarse, e.g., mapping the node velocity to appropriate CW at
the step of 5 km/h. This avoids the frequent and unnecessary
CW adaption and thus make the network unstable.

the measurement studies shed insightful lights for the realworld deployments, their focus is mainly on the link quality
and transport performance between a vehicle and series of
APs passed through. As a result, they do not consider the
MAC layer contention when multiple drive-thru vehicles
concurrently transmit and compete for the transmission
resource. Even with promising link performance as shown
in [3], [4], a coarse MAC would result in severe collisions
and chaos of transmissions to the connection-limited
vehicles; therefore, the elaborate analysis of MAC deserves.
In parallel to the measurement studies, a collection of
works are devoted to improve the performance of drivethru Internet from MAC [25], [26], routing [27], transport
[28], and application layer [29]. Zhang et al. [25] proposes a
cooperative MAC, namely VC-MAC, for vehicle communications which incorporates the cooperative relays among
vehicles with the vehicle to roadside infrastructure communication. By harvesting the spatial and path diversity,
VC-MAC significantly improves the throughput and
service coverage to volatile fast-moving vehicles. Sikdar
[26] devises a reservation-based MAC with the emphasis on

6

RELATED WORKS

In this section, we highlight our contributions in the light of
previous works.
Inspired by the pioneer work in [2], the drive-thru
Internet has been further investigated in numerous measurement studies from different aspects [3], [4], [24]. While

Fig. 15. Throughput performance when m ¼ 1 with the constant network size X ¼ 130 and increasing velocity.
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Fig. 16. Optimal CWmin with increasing velocity.

Fig. 17. System throughput with optimal CWmin and increasing velocity.

the handoff among APs. Upon the arrival to a new AP, a
node first waits for the beacon message from the AP which
notifies the available transmission slots to vehicles. After
receiving the beacon message, the node then requires to
associate with the AP and reserves a time slot for
transmission. In contrast to [25], [26], rather than proposing
new MAC schemes with distinguished features, we target
to an in-depth understanding of the legacy IEEE 802.11
DCF in the newly emerged vehicular environment. The
reason is two-fold. First, DCF is the most practical and
adopted MAC currently with the broad compatibility to
various portable devices in different networks, e.g., hotspot
networks in trains and buses [30]. Second, it is widely used
in various projects like Fleetnet [31] and DieselNet [27] with
proven performance.
On the other hand, some research works focus on
investigating the impacts of node mobility on the throughput performance of drive-thru Internet. In [20], Tan et al.
develop an analytical model to evaluate the download
volume of vehicles per each drive-thru. Assuming the
optimal MAC and fair share of airtime, the throughput of
each vehicle is computed by averaging the service rate of
AP on the population of vehicles. Since the population of
vehicles on the road varies over time, the throughput of
each node is stochastic and its density function is derived
based on a Markov model. Tan et al. [20] consider the
network as a flow of nodes. In comparison, our work
investigates the throughput from a microscopic view by
standing at the viewpoint of individual vehicles. Moreover,
unlike [20] which assumes perfect MAC, we model the
specific DCF in details and show the quantified impacts of
mobility on the MAC throughput.
Furthermore, an extensive body of research has been
devoted to the performance evaluation of IEEE 802.11 DCF
for WLAN communications [7], [8]. However, as those
works mainly focus on the indoor environment with smallscale and static stations, the examine of DCF in the high
speed large-scale vehicular environment deserves a fresh
treatment. To support the vehicular communications, the
IEEE working group has recently proposed IEEE 802.11p
[32] as a draft amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard,
namely Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments
(WAVE). The new standard adopts IEEE 802.11e EDCF as

the MAC. As DCF is the basis of EDCF, our analytical model
can be easily extended to study 802.11p. We have considered
a simple case in this work to better explain the theory.

7

CONCLUSION

We conclude this paper by reinforcing our observation that
the high mobility of nodes significantly influences the
performance of DCF, which results in unintended transmission probabilities rendered to nodes and finally degraded
throughput performance. In this work, we have developed
an accurate and scalable model to investigate the throughput performance under different velocities and network
scales. We have shown that due to the mobility, the
network size of the drive-thru Internet is solely dependent
on the node velocity, which enables us to optimally
configure the DCF by knowing the node velocity only. To
enhance the MAC throughput in the drive-thru Internet
scenario, we have proposed three assertions as the guideline of the DCF design, which are effective to mitigate the
impacts of mobility. As an immediate next step, we plan to
further extend our model to evaluate the QoS performance
for multimedia applications and the QoS provision schemes
in the high-speed drive-thru Internet scenario.
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